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Our TrendER Insights’ analysts are urbanites and
culture curators capturing rare universal truths,
observing trends and documenting culture, whilst
creating playful moments with others all over the
continent — at the very heart of your consumers
and target market. We fuse influential consumer
insights and research with unshakeable analytical
thinking to produce powerful business
intelligence and brand communication strategies.
We have adapted to bring one of the best digital
data collection, analytics and insight data
capturing partners as part of the TrendER
partnership digital backend resource. With a 50%
ownership of Inforquest we are able to bring
Modern technology, digital innovation, real time
information systematic algorithm's to bring you
you modern data as the world is right now.

Introduction 

INSIGHT DRIVEN IDEAS

>>STAY HOME<< 



VIRTUAL GRADUATION, A NEW 
VARSITY ORDER

When one, the youth in particular, embarks on the
academia journey: the arch aim is seeing their transcript
detail “degree obtained” after an arduous and laborious
three year of being committed to studying. What follows
after that the student foreseeing themselves in their regalia
in front of a huge hall with masses waiting to applaud them
for their great work. Enter COVID and the tables turn
dramatically, thrashing a dream sought after.

However companies and educational institutions alike are
more and more creating virtual courses and accreditations
where one can now learn skills online and get a virtual
certificate. With more and more virtual courses and
graduations happening, this trend is the new order of
education and qualifications. Businesses in turn are
recognising these virtual certificates to give employees an
opportunity to further their education and skills through
this.

Let’s face it, youth unemployment will forever be on our
lips, given the amount of swindling there is politically.
What is, however a painful sight to watch is the measure
taken by our African parents to ensure that we have a good
education versus the reality of not find a job for years.

However the virtual certificate is another way to cushion
these harsh education and employment realities we are
facing during this Pandemic.



GROOVE WILL REMAIN A PART OF OUR 
LIVES. PANDEMIC OR NO PANDEMIC 

There is a phenomenon lurking in Mzansi where we
happen to find ourselves foraging for escapism in clubbing
as young people of this nation. In spite of the pandemic
almost shutting down our valid dreams to make a mark in
this thing called life, there is no other “inexpensive” way to
escape reality.

If we look at this from a business lens, this presents an
opportunity for alcohol brands to jump on the existing
trend and change the narrative in a way that addresses
emotional issues that South Africans are facing. Savanna
(cider) is a revolution that has changed groove forever,
paired with the amapiano sound, it’s impossible for the
youth broadcasters (using their cellphones of cause) not to
be innovative by hoisting and doing all kind of dances
using the product. It is clear that Savanna has struck a
certain cord with the youth even for hangover purpose it is
their go to cure. Has Savanna added “happy hormones” to
the cider or has peer pressure and what looks cool taken
over?

Take depression for example, and the bad connotation it
has in African(black) homes where one is assumed to
having demons when depressed or force to see a
traditional healer… Economic emancipation in this nation,
let’s agree point blanc, is no where near where our four
fathers envisaged. The gap between the rich and poor has
worsened thanks to the pandemic

However, Bev ( short for beverage) is currently the best
counsellor when there is no one to listen to your sober
stories due to the sole fact that everyone has their own
heavy cross to carry. Enjoying “bev” responsibly is
paramount, law and order still rules the order of the day.
.



Let’s face it! It does not matter how functional masks are,
the youth will always find a way to make it trendy. We have
seen and increase in different mask designs and fashion
labels turning face masks into a fashion piece more than
the functional. The youth is expressive and will find ways,
especially in fashion to express an extension of themselves.

No longer is wearing a mask just for WHO and government
health policies but now it has become a new fashion
accessory in which the youth have fully taken this to the
next level. “No one can ever mess with my swag,
Pandemic or no Pandemic”

FASHION MASKS NOW THE NEW 
APPAREL 



Societal pressures never has a pause bottom that allows
one to take a break and reflect on the current era versus
how our parents navigated through them in their own era.
Find a spouse or a better have has never been child’s play.
Enter Lockdown, and you have a pandemic on top of a
pandemic.

Human psychology has never been something that one
gets straight off the bat. Young people these days speak of
a concept of being dribbled( meaning one is being taken
for a ride). With so much uncertainty around us it’s safe for
the youth to play the game of having their dessert and
main at the same time as long as you don’t get caught in
the act.

Trust will always govern the status of any relationship.
However, the youth lack trust and their dealings is infest
with dribbling which makes “umjolo” a pandemic on its
own.

UMJOLO (DATING) A PANDEMIC 
WITHIN A PANDEMIC 



The Covid-19 pandemic has forced many businesses to
allow their employees to work from home and many had to
adapt to messaging services to communicate important
information. Many realised that they can successfully do
their work and run their departments on WhatsApp and
borrowed some legitimacy to the messaging service.
WhatsApp has taken the role of many project software
systems that allows managers to successfully manage both
their teams and projects at hand.

WhatsApp has allowed managers to manage more tasks at
once as a new group can be started for each project or
briefs and allows managers to add individuals involved in
the project for the dissemination of information and
communication. Consumers now view WhatsApp as a
formal way business-related communication can be
disseminated as a WhatsApp message be good as
sending an email because it allows for attachments. Many
consumers have turned to WhatsApp as a more
convenient on the go form of communication system as
internal and external communication.

THE WHATSAPP MANAGER AS 
THE NEW WAVE OF MANAGERS



“Content is king” not just any kind of content but one that
directly speaks to a set target market, this is the statue quo
with the increased amount of screen time and how most of
the youth is force to be digital natives given the physical
movement restrictions. What is evident is the sole fact that
the youth relish a fluffy sponsored life on social media in
contrast what their reality narrates examples of this would
be; fine cuisine, luxury clothes and flamboyant social
gatherings. It’s all a hoax !

The reality is the pandemic has made virtual reality the new
reality, as everyone is house bound following this
flamboyant lifestyles of others who are posting makes it
seem more and more like that is the way life is and that is
the reality out there. Whereas the truth of the matter is life
for the youth has become more challenging due to
unemployment and other social and financial dynamics.

SOCIAL MEDIA SEEMS MORE AND 
MORE LIKE THE NEW REALITY 



TrendER Insights is an African consumer insights
research agency. We offer business intelligence
by following trends and surveying consumers to
gain a deeper understanding behind our
consumer motivations, beliefs, needs and
behaviours.
Our services :
We are a full service advertising agency:

• Consumer research
• Insights
• Trends
• Strategy

• Creative development

Contact:
Mogorosi Mashilo: Director

mogorosi@trender.co.za

This publication contains general information only. The views
and opinions in this publication should not be viewed as
professional advice with respect to your business. Before
making any decision or taking action that may affect your
finances or your business, you should consult a qualified
professional adviser.

TrendER Insights shall not be responsible for any loss
whatsoever sustained by any person who relies on this
publication.

The use herein of trademarks that may be owned by others is
not an assertion of ownership of such trademarks by TrendER
Insights nor intended to imply an association between TrendER
Insights and the lawful owners of such trademarks.

Disclaimer Our Services 
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